
ART O  AS A E F T 
TO C ES EO E

Tactual Rituals is just one of the exhibitions inside the 
wider exhibition of City States that looks at Québec City, in 
its exploration of context-based art. The art actively seeks 
a reaction, from Carl Bouchard’s and Martin Dufrasne’s 
investigations into the tensions that lie within twisted 
behavioural structures and perverse relational dynamics to 
the minute naked bodies of Annie Baillargeon .

I am fascinated by the intricacy of your images, what 
do they represent?
These pictures are made of a serial on identity from the point 
of view cultural, social, sexual and spiritual. They are made 
of little performances in studio and I am the main actress 
of these performances.  Then each picture is reworked by 
numeric treatment to retransmit different abstract universe 
which shows by their organizations of constellations. The 
graphic constructions of each piece presented at the Biennial 
are inspired by biologic and genetic drawings, making their 
appearance more organic.

The Liverpool Biennial’s motto is Art That Touches, 
how are you hoping your Art touches people?
I want rst that the spectators let themselves transport by 
the universe proposed, in the meantime thinking about the 
idea of the body picture. I also want to create by my pictures 
the same effect of fascination and mystery when we are 
in front the stranger, which is unknown for us.  The 
pictures take their real signi cance in a situation 
of a stranger. I also want to work with poetry to 
touch people; I realize that the human being has 
to face his loneliness the rest of his existence.  
My pictures are ways to get freedom and to 
think profoundly for each spectator.

City States is exhibiting at the Contemporary 
Urban Centre, Greenland Street.

City States - Tactual Rituals
Annie Baillargeon
//Artist

Every two years Autumn in Liverpool turns into a mayhem of artists, installations and 
theatre as the largest  contemporary visual arts event in the UK is welcomed back with 
open arms. With a bridge built between two buildings on Duke Street, glass bells telling 
an ancient tale, audio visual fun and radical paintings it will be impossible not to trip 
over some form of art in the city.
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tto Muehl
//Artist

tto Muehl is controversial to the point of infamous.
With a history including co-founding the iennese 
Actionism movement, objectifying physical abuse, 
incarceration for criminal acts against morality’ and 
his eventual movement to electric painting lms, the 
radical Austrian artist has spent most of his life breaking 
taboos. 
In a bid to move beyond easel painting in the s he 
collaborated with G nter Brus, ermann itsch and 
Rudolf Schwarzkogler and declared the body as art’s 
playground. A move which would later lead him to found 

riedrichshof Commune in 1 2, a playground of free 
sexuality, common property, direct democracy and 
freedom of self-expression.
The commune eventually broke up when tto was 
imprisoned for drug offences and what is believed to be 
sexual abuse of teenage girls while at the commune. 

ollowing his release from prison he developed a new 
collection of provocative art which are now being 
displayed at Tate Liverpool.

is series of recent paintings are of a new techni ue 
in which he paints digital photos from actions using 
a computer tablet and pen and edits the process into 

lms. 
Using acid colours applied in expressive gestures so 

harking back to the techni ues used in his early 
action painting  the paintings are populated 
by a cartoon-like set of characters. 

tto Muehl is an artist, one of those 
politically charged, provocative artists 
continually breaking the barriers of art 
for new expression. 

Will Kwan
//Artist

The ublic Realm part of the Biennial is always a 
personal  favourite of Liverpool Biennial as the role 
between art and viewer is blurred and art hiccups into 
our lives as we walk to work.
Using buildings, alleys and dead space artists ock to 
the city to put their stamp on our streets, lifting the 
everyday to a piece of art.
As Lorenzo usi, ead Curator, said  The boundaries 
between the makers and consumers of Art are often 
blurred. Then it becomes a case of what is being touched, 
and by whom.

ne of the artists bringing Art to people, whether they 
asked for it or not, is ong-Kong born Will Kwan.

e has created an installation of 3  banners made from 
news agency photographs of ag burning protest around 
the world hanging on the front of the Scandinavian 

otel, next to Liverpool’s Chinese Arch.
is convoluted work named the lame Test is another 

dichotomy of the ublic Realm, the ags resemble the 
colourfully festive decorations of a national celebration 
but on a minute scale each ag is in fact on ames.
Morbid maybe, but each one is made of many photographs 
taken of ags actually being burnt at different times in 
history at different places in the world.
The images were sourced from the archives of the 
Associated ress, Reuters, Agence rance- resse and 
other journalistic agencies.

ublic Realm is meant to entice you to look closer at the 
world around you and uestion what is Art and who is 
the viewer?
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